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ACOUSTIC NINJA Trace Bundy plays in the SURC
Theatre on Saturday for Central’s Family Weekend.
This is Bundy’s fifth year performing at Central.
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Correction:
In the story titled “Gabbing with Gaudino” in the May 10 issue, President Gaudino’s name was
misspelled in both the title and within the article.
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Parents head to campus for a weekend of fun
Family weekend offers activities and events for students
BY GRACIE MANLOW

Staff Reporter

Central Washington University students and their families had the opportunity to enjoy a weekend full of fun and excitement during Central’s annual Family
Weekend.
“It is a weekend where families get to
come and hang out with their kids and
we have fun events they can do together
as a family,” said Shanae Elacist, family
weekend programmer. “Some kids can’t
go home all the time so they get to celebrate Mother’s Day and bring the family
to Central.”
The weekend consisted of numerous
events, which took place all over campus
and even at the Yakima River.
The weekend began with check-in on
Friday afternoon in the SURC. Students
and families were greeted with information about all of the events and with fresh
Winegars ice cream.
Friday’s events consisted of A Night at
the Opera, Little Women: the Musical and
comedian Amy Anderson, which sold out.
“The comedian sold out and so did
Little Women,” Elacist said. “The events
are pretty popular with the families.”
According to the event staff, families
and students enjoyed the wide variety of
activities as well as Central’s campus.
“It’s exciting to come see parents and
students involve their parents in their
school and extracurricular,” Jacob Bliss,
campus activities programmer said. “I’m
glad Central does this and makes a big
deal out of it.”
Wildcat ticket agent Rachel Kane also
expressed her excitement with Central’s
involvement in family participation.
“It’s nice to see Central has these activities going on,” Kane said. “We always see

BY JOEY BRAKUS

Staff Reporter

ZACH OLNEY/observer

JOKESTER Amy Anderson performs one of her jokes May 11 at Raw Space.

during the week the students, but when it’s
something new, there’s always this buzz of
excitement.”
On Saturday morning, students and
their parents were invited to enjoy freshly brewed D&M coffee along with free
Zumba lessons on the east SURC patio.
“Some mothers were doing Zumba,”
Elacist said. “They seem to enjoy it.”
Some other events available on Saturday were the Chimposium and the Yakima
River Run, both of which were sold out.
Freshman Matt Allen was able to snag
a few of the last seats on the River Run for
himself and his parents, John and Randi.
“It was great,” Allen said. “Water was
cold, but the weather was beautiful.”
According to the event staff, the river
run is usually the hottest ticket and sells
out within a few hours.
“We didn’t get the first round of tickets,” Randi Allen said. “Then they opened

some more tickets and we still didn’t get
those, but thankfully we were let in from
the waitlist.”
Trace Bundy put on a concert Saturday evening in the SURC Theatre, which
was also well attended.
To wrap the weekend up, a Mother’s
Day brunch was held in Holmes dining
room on Sunday. The brunch was made
more intimate and special with the addition of tablecloths, meat carving stations
and live music performed by Eric E.
“Students can pay with their meal
cards,” Elacist said. “So they can take
their mom to brunch.”
Overall, it seemed the participants and
their families had a great time enjoying all
the events and the Central campus.
“Usually students go home to see their
parents,” Elacist said. “Now the parents
can come here and see where the students
are.”

Hanging up the headphones
Operations and program director retires
BY MATTHEW THOMPSON

Staff Reporter

After more than six years of service,
Randy Beckstead, the operations and
program director of KCWU the ‘Burg,
retired March 30. Marshall Bilodeau,
Central Washington University alumni,
has been hired to temporarily hold the position until a full time employee is selected.
Beckstead retired after 40 years in radio, a majority of which was spent teaching students broadcast radio.
“He definitely stood out not just because of his attire but his entire personality,” said Chris Pearce, junior broadcast
journalism and production director of
88.1 The ‘Burg. “He has credentials far
beyond I think what would be required
to even have his position here.”
The duties and responsibilities of
the operations and program director
are vast in scope. Some of the undertakings include necessary maintenance
of the radio tower, audio engineering
and directing on air programming.
Beyond the technical workings of the
job, there is also a great deal of mentoring
of student employees and volunteers.
“He has got a soft heart though,” Chris
Hull, general manager of The ‘Burg,
said, “Students quickly warmed up to
[Beckstead].”
Beckstead left the field of radio behind
to pursue a life in cattle ranching in the
Yakima Valley area. His passion for agri-

R.I.P.
Dead Day

culture shined through while he was employed at Central, rarely was he seen without his well-worn denim jacket and jeans
along with a pair of work boots.
“I’m excited for him,” Hull said.
“Cause I think that will be an exciting new
adventure for him.”
The Burg plans to make an official
search for a permanent replacement

“Its been good; I think [Bilodeau is] a
quick study,” Hull said. “I think he’s really
enjoying it.”
Bilodeau is a Central alumni with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in music as well
as a post baccalaureate degree in music
education. He has spent his post graduation time working in the jazz music scene
of the Pacific Northwest.
Besides recording his own music, Bilodeau has spent time as an audio and
studio engineer for various local recording studios including Seattle’s
own Avast! Recording Company.
“I’d have to say I had really, really big expectations for
[Beckstead’s] replacement,”
Pearce said. “And luckily [Bilodeau] is doing really well.”
Although this is Bilodeau’s first time working
in radio, he looks forward to
learning the ropes and working with the students.
“Everyone has been really
nice and cooperative and helpful,”
Bilodeau said.
As technology evolves, so does The
‘Burg and there will certainly be transformations to the station as Bilodeau
courtesy of http://patentlawcenter.pli.edu/ settles into his new role as the operations
and program director.
sometime during the summer. Until an
“Randy left some really big shoes to
applicant is chosen, Bilodeau has been
selected to temporarily take Beckstead’s fill,” Pearce said. “Granted, those might
position.
be clown shoes.”

Students will no longer be able to rely
on Study Day to cram for finals starting in
the 2013-2014 school year.
Provost Vice President for Academic
and Student Life Marilyn Levine initiated
the decision to get rid of Study Day, previously known as Dead Day. Levine sent
out a survey roughly two months ago to
the student body about whether or not to
keep Study Day.
“A lot of the students I talked to never
received the survey,” said Allyson Mundy,
ASCWU BOD Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Mundy was able to look at the data collected from the survey and it revealed that
roughly 700 students took the survey. Over
10,000 students attend Central, which
means less than 10 percent took the survey.
The survey was used by the provost as
the main reason to get rid of Study Day.
It revealed that a considerable amount of
students wanted finals week to be Monday
through Thursday.
Twenty percent of the students said
they did not care if Study Day stayed or
not, while another 20 percent said they
wanted finals scheduled Tuesday through
Friday. The other 60 percent wanted
Study Day gone.
“So far I haven’t met a student who
actually wants it to be gone,” Mundy
said. “Everybody that I’ve talked to wants
Study Day.”
The BOD, as well as the Student Academic Senate, asked the provost to send
out another survey to get more students
involved. According to Mundy, Levine
said she would reconsider, but ultimately
declined.
“Having one less study day is going to
be detrimental to students’ success, especially for students who are in their majors,
because that extra day to study is crucial,”
said Mundy.
Mundy met with the provost a few
weeks ago to discuss what could be done
to bring back Study Day, and she was told
that there was nothing that could be done.
Mundy was told that the next time students would have any input about Study
Day would be at the end of the 2013-2014
school year when the provost will send out
a survey.
“The chance of Study Day coming
back is very unlikely because they are
starting to look into switching over to a semester system,” Mundy said.
Mundy was informed that in the 20132014 school year, students will have an instructional day (Wednesday) in the middle
of the quarter, in which they will not have
scheduled classes.
Kaylle Brown, sophomore business administration, said that she takes Study Day
as a free day to do whatever she wants.
“We should keep it though,” Brown
said. “There’s no reason not to have it.”
However, not everyone is against the
change.
“I would rather have finals week Monday through Thursday,” said Jami Marzano, freshmen undecided.
Brown and Marzano both said they
do not remember receiving a survey
concerning Study Day.
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SEOIs take on new look, move online
sponses to online surveys, there are more really going to change their opinion with
characters, they’re longer than in the writ- the course.”
ten surveys.”
Border also expressed concern about
However, students having to take their the surveys being moved to online.
own time to complete the SEOIs is exactly
“I think less students will probably take
what concerns students and faculty alike.
it,” Border said. “I don’t know if I’d go
Rachel Border, junior psychology, said out of my way to take it. It just seems like
that she appreciates the SEOIs and the an added thing to do since kids have a lot
professors who utilize the feedback on the of stuff to do already. Just [a] one minute
surveys. With the surveys now online, Bor- thing that will be forgotten about.”
der says she is concerned about student
Andrew Piacsek, assistant professor of
response.
physics, said he was on a committee 10
Online SEOIs “makes it more option- years ago to assess the SEOIs, and that
al, which in turn
putting them online
will deter students
came up then.
It just seems like an added
from doing it,”
“One of the big
Border said. “So if thing to do since kids have a drawbacks was enthey’re online, stusuring participation,”
dents probably will lot of stuff to do already. Just Piacsek said. “I can
opt out and there [a] one minute thing that will see the advantage
won’t be as much be forgotten about.
would be students
participation.”
can take more time
Border said that
and be more reﬂec-RACHEL BORDER
she believes they
tive. That would be
Junior psychology major
would be more efa beneﬁt, as long as
fective if they stayed
there is still a high
in paper form.
participation rate.”
Devon Williams, freshman criminal
Chris Schedler, associate professor Engjustice, said that he doesn’t mind taking lish, has been piloting the online SEOIs in
the SEOIs, but is not sure about their ef- his online and face-to-face classrooms.
fectiveness.
“One main concern is just the response
“I don’t mind taking them, as long as rate,” Schedler said. “Whether students
I know they’re actually being used,” Wil- will actually ﬁll out SEOIs online. When
liams said. “I feel like a lot of times, you you’re face to face there’s an expectation,
don’t know if teachers are actually looking but I think there are a number of ways to
at that. Some say they do, but you don’t address that.”
have any way of actually knowing if that’s
Schedler described how making sure

BY KAYLA TIPPIE

Staff Reporter

At the end of the quarter, instructors
pick a day and a time for all the students to
ﬁll out Student Evaluation of Instruction
(SEOI) forms.
With 33 ﬁll-in-the-bubble questions
and two open-ended, the forms can take
time. In 2009, a task force was formed to
make the SEOIs more effective. Based on
the ﬁndings, electronic SEOIs were created. This quarter, they have made the
switch from paper to online.
Tom Henderson, director of Institutional Assessment, explained some reasons why the switch from paper to online
is beneﬁcial.
“It will save the university money,”
Henderson said. “It will save the university a lot of time. This way the departments
will get the results back a lot quicker, and
it’ll save a lot of paper. Right now, with the
old system, we do around 85,000 of these
[per year].”
The new SEOIs will also look different.
The new forms have 25 ﬁll-in-the-bubble
questions and will have four open-ended
questions. Faculty will also be able to add
up to 10 custom questions to the surveys.
In being able to take the SEOIs on
their own time, Henderson believes that
students will have time to answer more
thoroughly.
“They’ll have more time to make comments, to think about what they’re saying,” Henderson said. “In general, [in] re-

“

expectations are clear, explaining that they
are taken seriously and using a variety of
ways to remind the students helps the response rate. He said that reminding those
who have not taken the SEOIs also helps.
Schedler said that he has had a 90 percent
response rate with the online SEOIs.
Daniel Harada, senior elementary
education, has concerns about student response rates, but also says that the process
is better.
“I think a majority of people don’t
think [the SEOIs] are that important
and they have that mentality of: ‘professors don’t look at them so why should I
waste my time,’” Harada said. “I think
with them being online that could be even
worse, because they have to take their time
to do it.”
Harada explained what he likes about
the SEOIs being online.
“I had a class last quarter that was a test
drive for the online SEOIs and just over
all the process I liked a lot better,” Harada
said. “You have more room to write, and it
doesn’t take a whole lot of time to do it. So
I think that, combined with the personalized questions, makes for a better SEOI.”
Harada said that it will just be on the
students to go out and actually complete
the SEOIs.
“I’d just like to encourage people to really take the time, to try and make things
better,” Harada said. “Just complaining
doesn’t do any body any good, you have
to take the initiative to try and make it
better.”
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Stan Dudley: an Ellensburg fixture

BY SANTOS HERRERA

Staff Reporter

Stan Dudley was born in Maine on
Nov. 7, 1918. For the history buffs, that
was four days before the eleventh hour of
the eleventh day of the eleventh month, or
the end of World War I.
After high school, Dudley moved to
Portland, Maine to work at the B&M
Baked Beans Company.
“Anyone that wanted to work there
started out as spare help,” Dudley said.
That meant that everyone sat in a room
and waited until help was needed. People
were hired as spots opened up.
“It helped that I had a brother there
that was a foreman because he was one
of the people that needed a lot of help,
so he would always pick me to help him,”
Dudley said.
Then, the draft began for World War
II. Dudley joined the Navy and served a
six-year enlistment.
During his time in the service, Dudley
had many dramatic experiences, including stunning an entire crew with his riﬂe
shooting abilities. He also worked with radios during wartime.
When Dudley had his riﬂe training, the
riﬂes took a ﬁve-round clip. The ﬁrst two
shots that he ﬁred were off the mark. After
an adjustment, Dudley followed up with
three bull’s-eye hits in a row. When it came
to test time, Dudley hit the bull’s-eye 99
out of 100 times, only missing one because
the last bullet jammed.
“When I looked up, there was a huge

SANTOS HERRERA/OBSERVER

MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN Dudley points to his match collection he and his wife
collected from every place they visited.. .

crowd around me,” Dudley said. “Even
the commanding ofﬁcer was there and he
said that it was the best damn shooting he
had ever seen and wondered why I didn’t
ﬁre the last shot.”
The ofﬁcer gave Dudley one more bullet and said that if he hit the bull’s-eye he
would give him the perfect score. Dudley
took the offer and hit it right on the money. Dudley wishes he could ﬁnd proof of
the score so people would believe him.
“I tell that story to some of the other
Vets and they simply roll their eyes,”
Dudley said.
Dudley has been a resident of Ellens-

burg for over 50 years. He began teaching
at Central Washington University in the
summer of 1958 in the industrial arts program. With the help of colleagues, Dudley
shaped and molded the department that
is now housed in Hogue Hall. Dudley
worked with Hogue, and they all worked
under University President James Brooks,
the very same man the campus library was
named after in 2003.
Throughout his time in Ellensburg,
Dudley has been an inspiration and inﬂuence to people like Terry Everett.
“Stan has been like the father I wish I
had,” Everett said. “He and his wife were

like my parents.”
Everett met Dudley’s wife, Vera, at a
golf course. At the time, Everett had started her own one-person house cleaning
business to help with bills while she took
care of her sick grandmother. Vera asked
Everett to bring her business to her home
and Everett has done so to this day, even
after the Vera’s passing three years ago.
Dudley and Vera were married for 63
years. To keep their marriage happy, Dudley and his wife had an agreement to never
go to bed angry. However, it was a trip to
Ethiopia, where Dudley and his wife traveled to teach, that really brought the two
of them closer than ever before.
“It was normally a hot country, but
at night it was very cold,” Dudley said.
“When it’s cold, you snuggle up to stay
warm.”
Dudley said that when they returned to
the States after that trip, he and his wife
never argued again.
After Vera’s passing, a friend advised
Dudley to keep busy, and that’s exactly
what he did. Dudley became even more
involved with the Ellensburg community
through groups such as the Retired and
Seniors Volunteer Program.
“Older people that don’t have much to
do usually end up sitting around and do
nothing,” Dudley said. “If you do that,
then you go crazy, and pretty soon you
don’t feel good.”
Dudley will be turning 94 this November and plans to continue helping the
community in any way he can until he
moves away with his son.

Look at that new BOD find out

BY MATTHEW THOMPSON

Staff Reporter

After a month of heavy campaigning,
ﬁlled with a series of forums that culminated in a debate, the Associated Students
of Central Washington University Board
of Directors election results are in.
Twelve candidates ran for seven positions.
The president acts as the voice of the
entire student body, as well as the connection between the administration and
students.
Of the 669 votes tallied, K.J. Stilling
won the majority with 57.4 percent of the
votes. Stilling’s opponent, Travis Beck, received a 42.6 percent with 285 votes in all.
The vice president for legislative affairs
is a position that chairs the Washington
Student Association chapter at Central
Washington University, as well as maintaining communication between Washington State legislature and the student body.
Both Kristen Moon and Brianne Wood
vied for the appointment, with Wood taking in 164 more votes than her opponent.
Handling all student concerns, either
on or off campus, is the vice president for
student life and facilities.
Kelsey Furstenwerth and Markus Loftis
contested for the position. Voter results declared Furstenwerth the victor with 70.3
percent of the votes.
Vice president for equity and community affairs creates a healthy relationship
between the city of Ellensburg and the
student body. He or she is also the presiding ofﬁcer over the Equity and Services
Council.
Brian Grimmer ran against write in
candidate Thomas Garza for the spot, in
which Grimmer won by 45 votes.
Acting as the chair of student academic
senate is one of the duties of the vice president for academic affairs as well as being
the liaison between the student body and
the Faculty Senate.

Jennifer Arledge ran unopposed and
secured her position on next year’s BOD.
The role of vice president for clubs and
organizations is to work with club senate
as well as oversee its budget. Mary Orthmann won over her fellow candidate Andrew Williams. She received 65.8 percent
majority.
The executive vice president oversees
the budget for services and activities and
maintains the balance of the budget.
Dustin Waddle-Ford and Clint Wylie
ran for the role of executive vice president,
with Wylie receiving only 51 more votes.
In order to be listed on the ballot, all
12 students must have a grade point average of at least 2.0, on top of acquiring 100
signatures from the student body.
“Anybody that turned the packet in late
is a write-in candidate,” said Heidi Merz,
election coordinator.
The electoral hopefuls assembled their
own campaign staff who assisted them in
gathering support from the student body.
Beyond posters and ﬂyers, the candidates
met several times for public forums to address the students’ questions or concerns.
Candidates met in the SURC Pit,
where they went head to head in a debate over who would be the most effective person for each job. Each candidate
was asked a question by a panel made up
of: Jesse Nelson, Keith Champagne and
Richard DeShields.
“I was impressed,” Nelson said. “I
thought that the majority of the candidates came prepared with a good concise
overview of the things they think need
to be addressed with our student government.”
The voting results show a mere 712 students turned out, 397 fewer than last year.
“I kind of feel like we should all stay
involved in student academic elections,”
Victoria Frederickson, junior anthropology, said. “So we can keep the right people
in ofﬁces to help students the best we can.”
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Sendak’s
voice inspired
children
I was sad to read in the newspaper that
Maurice Sendak had died on May 8. He
wrote and illustrated “Where the Wild
Things Are,” among
many other wonderful children’s books.
I read his books
when I was a child,
and I read his books
to my kids when
they were younger.
“Where the Wild
Things Are” was
everyone’s favorite
LISA MILLER
story, and as a mom I
Copy Editor
learned to appreciate
it in new ways.
Max wasn’t just a little boy working
through his troubles, he could have been
my own child; times two. I lost count of
the days my sons spent tearing around the
house and yard, wild-eyed and filthy, playing in the dirt, throwing rocks, romping
with our dogs, climbing trees and fences
and screaming their guts out for no reason
at all. All my boys needed were wolf pelts
tied around their shoulders and fangs to
sink into their lunch of peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches.
The wildness reached a peak the day
my bedroom window shattered.
I was in the kitchen washing lunch
dishes. My sons were in the backyard batting whiffle balls around with plastic bats. I
heard them heckling each other when one
of them swung the bat and hit nothing but
air.
And then I heard “Get it! Get it!” followed by the sound of glass shattering
in my bedroom on the other side of the
house. I raced down the hallway and into
my bedroom, gasping when I saw the now
empty window frame.
My sons had disappeared. Later, the
boys said there had been wasps flitting
around the window and they were trying
to see who could smash the most wasps
with the bats. The ancient, single-paned
window glass didn’t stand a chance. But
my sons did have the good sense to look a
little sorry about the mess.
When I read my sons the story of Max
floating away in his boat to escape from
his room and his punishment for being so
wild, I knew my boys could relate to the
adventure.
They smiled and their eyes twinkled
with delight when Max hollered and
romped with the beasts. Both boys roared
and acted out their favorite parts, stopping
me and making me re-read a page if I
didn’t “do the voices right.”
Every character in the story had a special voice. That’s what Sendak did for kids
– he gave them their own voices in the stories, and gave children stories that told the
truth about life.

Dear Readers,

The Observer welcomes brief letters
of 300 words or less from readers on
current issues. Please include your
full name and university affiliation:
year and major, degree and year
graduated, or staff position and
department. To be printed in the
following week’s issue, please e-mail
your letters to cwuobserveropinion@
gmail.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The
Observer reserves the right to reject
or edited for style and length. All
letters become property of The
Observer. Anonymous letters will not
be considered.
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Editor-in-Chief//Katharine Lotze

Flip-flop fabulous

Obama, Romney possibly use same-sex marriage to garner votes
President Barack Obama is now not
only the first African-American president
of the United States, but also the first president to openly support gay marriage.
This monumental
change could be the
force that finally extends equal rights to
all American citizens.
In
the
past,
Obama stated that
he fully supported
civil unions but did
not support gay marriage.
BOBBIE BLACK
Obama clarified
Scene Reporter
his new position, saying, “I’ve been going
through an evolution on this issue. I’ve always been adamant that gay and lesbian
Americans should be treated fairly and
equally. At a certain point I’ve just concluded that, for me personally, it is important for me to go ahead and affirm that I
think same-sex couples should be able to
get married.”
As gay marriage becomes a more accepted idea in America, it’s possible that
the president has chosen to evolve with
the times and support the rights of all the

citizens in the country he leads. However,
I can’t help but ask, why now?
Mitt Romney is currently the most likely opponent to President Obama in the
upcoming election. Romney‘s tendency
to ‘flip-flop’ his position on issues has become habitual in his political career. Romney claims he has never wavered on his
opinion that marriage should be between
a man and a woman.
Interestingly enough, in 1994 when
Romney was running for Senate in Massachusetts, he positioned himself as an advocate for gay and lesbian rights. He said,
“If we are to achieve the goals we share,
we must make equality for gays and lesbians a mainstream concern. My opponent
cannot do this. I can and will.” Could it
be possible that Obama’s sudden shift is
similar to Romney’s tactical shift in ‘94?
Besides creating a fundamental distinction between the two candidates, if
Obama did purposefully save his declaration of support for the 2012 election, it
would be one of the greatest political ploys
since Frank Luntz changed the name of
the estate tax to the “death tax.”
There is true genius to Obama’s shift.
He will probably gain new support from
the gay community and lock in his current

supporters but the real brilliance is the line
that this issue will draw between voters. A
large, untapped source of votes is young
Americans. Obama was able to get a large
following of millennials in 2008 and will
definitely get their attention with this bold
move.
The younger generation shows little
to no interest in national issues except for
the ones that fall on a social scale. For the
most part, the younger generation adamantly supports gay marriage and if the
only clear difference between the two candidates is that one supports gay marriage
and the other doesn’t, it’s not even a contest for who will receive the young vote.
In 2008, 57 percent of the 18 and
older population voted in the presidential
election. This was the highest turnout for
voters in the last 40 years. Americans are
divided on the issue of gay marriage, with
50 percent for it and 48 percent against it.
If the election becomes centered on
this topic, Obama may have found the
right angle to get the other 43 percent of
Americans up and voting in November.
The reignition of this heated topic has created a national frenzy and will definitely
add an interesting twist for the presidential
debates. Let the games begin.

Resume reality: white lie cost CEO white collar post

Degrees aren’t cheap, and they definitely aren’t easy to come by. They take years
of hard work to complete, and the higher
the degree, the more
work and money required. In the end, it
may just be a fancy
piece of paper with
a name and institution on it, but it’s
more than just pulp
and ink. That piece
of paper is symbolic
of every class, every
KATHARINE
research paper, every
LOTZE
project, every test,
Editor-in-Chief
every all-nighter, and
maybe even every
party from the start of a college career to
the end. It’s like a snapshot of knowledge
that declares, “I learned all these things
and more, and here’s the proof.”
Yahoo’s now-former CEO Scott
Thompson was forced to step down from
his post after a shareholder discovered
that Thompson listed a computer science
degree that he hadn’t actually earned on
his resume. Thompson was named CEO
in January, and wasn’t given a severance
package.
Central is just weeks away from its

commencement ceremonies, which means
hundreds of graduating seniors will be
sent out into the world to pass out their
own resumes and cover letters, myself
included. We all worked hard for our degrees—our fancy pieces of paper—and
some of us might pad our resumes in one
way or another.
Listing “basic Japanese language”
when the last time you tried to speak Japanese was during your eleventh grade language final probably wouldn’t do much
harm—unless your job requires a basic
working knowledge, and you don’t remember a word.
Stretching abilities to make a resume
more impressive isn’t a mortal sin, but
those who choose to embellish should
choose wisely. If an employer lists a qualification for job seekers, they actually want
that ability in their applicants. Besides,
lying or heavy embellishing on a resume
won’t get you hired for your skills; it’ll get
you hired for skills the employer thinks
you have, and once they discover your
“mistake,” like Thompson, you’ll be fired.
Don’t list “web design” as a skill unless
you can actively demonstrate knowledge
in that area.
Job hunting is hard enough, and resume padding makes it even harder. Re-

sume padding not only wastes the job
seekers time, but it also wastes the employer’s time. Hiring managers and recruiters
sift through hundreds of resumes, and you
don’t want yours to stand out because of
a lie.
Instead of putting the effort into concocting a lie about your abilities, why not
try to acquire those abilities? If you notice that all of your prospective employers
want a second language, or graphic design
knowledge, find a way to learn those skills.
By showing the employer that you’re
willing to learn whatever it takes to get the
job, it not only shows them you really want
the job, but that you’re also self-starter—a
quality they want to see more often than
anything else.
Thompson may never find a job within
the technology sector, unless he goes back
to school for that computer science degree. But even then, his little lie cost him
millions of dollars and, more importantly,
his integrity. No potential employer will
ever look at his resume without wondering
and double, even triple checking all of his
listed degrees, references and past employers.
Companies want to hire honest employees, and if you can’t honestly apply
for a job, you can forget being considered.

Nobody’s perfect

and they’re willing to help you get there
for the modest price of $165 for an argyle
sweater.
According to Austin Reed’s surveyees,
the perfect man wears “smart jeans, shirt
and a V-neck jumper.” He is “Stylish,”
and he is “clean shaven”. It shouldn’t surprise you at all to learn that Austin Reed
is a high end men’s clothing company, specializing in suits and fancy sweaters.
The headline on their website’s banner
reads, “The finest tailoring in luxurious
fabrics.” I can’t help but wonder if there’s
a correlation between the responses of
the women they polled and the fact that
every model on Austin Reed’s website is
“Stylish,” “Clean Shaven,” and wearing
“smart jeans, shirt and a V-neck jumper”
(unless they’re wearing a smart, stylish suit
of course).
I haven’t seen that many V-neck jumpers since…actually, I don’t know. I didn’t

know what a V-neck jumper was until I
looked on their website.
Not every fact about the perfect man
revolved around style, though.The perfect
man supposedly watches both soap operas
and football and makes £48,000 ($77,000)
a year. I have no idea how someone who
makes $77,000 dollars a year has time to
watch soap operas and football.
Naturally, as soon as I saw the list, I
started counting out all the criteria I met.
I actually did pretty well. The only problem is, the ones I met were the unimportant ones.
“Can swim,” check. “Can ride a bike,”
check (I swear to you, these were all actually on the list). “Calls mom regularly,”
what constitutes regularly? Twice a day?
Once a day? When I have a nightmare?
I’ll post a link on the Observer’s Facebook if you don’t believe me. I did pretty
well, just so you know…Ladies.

I was sent an article today. Apparently,
it was the number one article on MSN, a
fact that sort of disturbs me.
The article was about a poll done by
Austin Reed, a UK based company. Basically, Austin Reed
went out and asked
2,000 women what
qualities the perfect
man would possess.
So here it is guys,
that edge you’ve always needed. Should
I grow my facial hair
out? Should I learn
to swim? Should I
Wes Morrow
own an Audi?
Sports Editor
Worry no more,
Austin Reed knows what women want,
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Trace Bundy strums the night away

QUAN LAM/OBSERVER

ALL SMILES Bundy performs from his
new album “Elephant King,” on May 12.
BY JAYNA SMITH

Tall dark curtains drape the stage,
while candles and dimly lit lamps,
elegantly placed, entranced the audience and put Trace Bundy, the
“Acoustic Ninja” on display on May 12
in the SURC Theatre as a part of Family Weekend.
At Central Washington University,
Bundy returned to awe his audience
for the fifth time in a row.
Neither his talent nor his personality left the crowd displeased. The
audience’s applause, after what was
to be the end of the show, brought
Bundy out to play his rendition of a
U2 song called “Where the Streets
Have No Name” as an encore.
“I liked his style; it was an awesome show,” said Kayla Dechant,
sophomore undecided.
Bundy’s new album titled “Elephant King” showcases a shift in
his artistic approach but also incorporates aspects of his personal life.
The album cover depicts the crowning of the “Elephant King” by a swan
princess, and the story states that
the elephant was chosen to be king
because of his “humility and service,”
traits that Bundy said he tries to exude on a regular basis.
“I feel very humbled and blessed
to be able to do something I’m passionate about,” Bundy said. “And I’ll
continue to do it as well as I can, for

as long as I can.”
He’s a ninja on the guitar, but in
his daily life, Bundy is a family man echo to make the notes appear to
who takes his wife and 18-month- overlap.
old son on tour with him. His son
“With ‘Elephant King’ I think the
has flown over 50,000 miles and was melodies have become more maconsidered to be a premier execu- ture,” Bundy said
tive before he was one. Bundy joked
He first started playing at the age
about his song “Joy and Sorrow” and of 10, and he has always tried to be
told of when he was changing his creative with his art. Some of his earson’s diaper, he looked down at him ly influences were Metallica and Daand was overwhelmed with joy. A vid Wilcox, and more recently, Sigur
moment later
Rós, an indie rock
his son peed in
band. Throughhis eye and as
out the show
his eye burned,
I feel very humbled and Bundy played his
he experienced
of various
blessed to do something I’m version
sorrow.
oldies, starting
“This is probpassionate about and I’ll with the 1950s,
ably one of my
ending in the
continue to do it as well as I and
favorite songs
1990s. The crowd
can, for as long as I can.
to play off the
sang along to
album,” Bundy
the well-known
said.
tunes like “Here
-TRACE BUNDY
“Elephant
Comes the Sun”
Guitarist
King” as an alby George Harrison of the Beabum showcases
tles, and “Staying
a few brand new
techniques from Bundy; including Alive” by the Bee Gees.
“It was engaging enough that I
guitar delay, which is an echo effect
didn’t
have to think, but if I wanted
that is created from the overlap of
to
I
could,
” said Mae Arink, senior gernotes. He played “Overtime,” which
ontology.
”
got its name because those who
Highly entertained by Bundy’s
work overtime are sometimes paid
time and a half. In the song, Bundy humorous comments and sarcasm,
plays one and a half the speed of the Arink was the most animated audi-

“

“

Staff Reporter

ence member, letting out a contagious laugh, causing other crowd
members to join in.
“I appreciated that he told the audience everything,” Arink said.
With the release of “Elephant King”
on May 1, Bundy said he is happy
with how well the album is doing so
far. He has sold about 75,000 copies
of his music over the course of his
career and his YouTube videos have
a collaborative total of about 21 million views. With 10 more stops left
on his tour, his main focus has been
on touring, not leaving much time to
work on new projects.
“My goals have always been just
to try and create the best music and
the best art as possible,” Bundy said.
“And let the right doors open and the
right opportunities happen on their
own.”
His musicianship and integrity are
more important to him than setting
really high goals in his career. He
wants his fans to appreciate his music and see him as a relatable person.
“Just to my fans, just a huge thank
you for supporting me through all
these years,” Bundy said. “I always
think I have the best fans in the
world.”
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Little Women takes to the stage

Various arts revealed

Central Theatre Ensemble brings the musical to life Juried Student Art Show awards student’s work
BY CHLOE RAMBERG

Staff Reporter

FAREWELL Above: A tearful goodbye, the four daughters must part with their dear
mother as she attends to their sick father in Washington. Below: Angela McDermott
and Chauncey Trask sing about behaving as proper women in the song “Could You?”

three-piece suits consisting of a sack coat
with matching waistcoat and trousers.
“With all the elements combined, very
From the dramatic costume changes to beautiful to watch,” said Tyler Breshon,
the beautiful singing, from effortless acting senior theater.
to a change of scenery, the Theatre DeConﬁdence, control and pure talent
partment put on an award winning pro- best describes the remarkable singing all
duction of “Little Women.”
the actors share. From the highest note to
Little Women is a musical and a book the lowest note, the actors will keep you
by Allan Knee with lyrics by Mindi Dick- wanting more. These actors transformed
stein and music
themselves by thinkby Jason Howing, feeling and
land.
breathing like each
Based on LouWith all the elements individual character.
isa May Alcott’s
relationship becombined, very beautiful to The
classic 1869 semitween characters was
watch.
autobiographical
like no other.
novel, it focuses
“The
relationon the four March
ship between sisters
-TYLER BRESHON
sisters: brassy and
is really good, wellSenior theater
tomboy-like asdeveloped,”
said
piring writer Jo,
Henry Van Leishout,
romantic
Meg,
sophomore theater.
pretentious Amy, and kind-hearted Beth Little Women, brought us humor, sadness,
and their beloved Marmee, at home in drama, strength, and encouragement to
Concord, Massachusetts while the family the stage and to the audience. Standing for
patriarch is away serving as a Union Army who you are and never changing that for
chaplain during the Civil War.
someone else came to be a big part of the
Intercut with the vignettes in which plot. Humor also sparked the play.
their lives unfold are several recreations of
“I may have left as a girl but I came
the melodramatic short stories Jo writes in home as a woman,” said Meg March,
her attic studio. Loose and wavy hairstyles when she met her true love at the ball, Mr.
ﬂowed down the actresses’ backs while Brooke.
the men in the play wore a more subdued
The ambiance in the room was dark
haircut.
and extremely intimate. It gave the audiThe evening dresses consist of a ﬁtted ence the feeling of being included and also
bodice with scooped or square cut neck- felt real.
line, most recognizably with extravagantly
large puffed sleeves. The skirt is full-length
When : May 18 and 19 at 7:30 p.m.
and cut in gores for an A-line shape.
May 20 at 2 p.m.
Gowns were made up in a wide range of
Where: Milo Smith Tower Theatre
fabrics from heavy brocade and velvet to
Cost: $15 for general and
lightweight silk chiffon.
$7 for Central students
The men looked ravishing with their
BY RACHEL CHURCHILL

Staff Reporter

“

“

“

“

CARLEN SCARLETT/OBSERVER

Students at Central Washington University get one chance a year to display their artwork in the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery located
on campus, and at the ninth annual Juried
Student Art Show, young artists took advantage of that opportunity.
Various pieces of artwork were selected
by two jurors out of around 75 applicants.
Participants lucky enough to be chosen have
the chance to gain real life experience, along
with some cash reward. Heather Horn
Johnson, gallery director, receives donations
from various organizations in order to support the art show.
“We present over $2,000 worth of awards
COURTNEY HOTTOWE/OBSERVER
for talented young artists,” Johnson said.
Awards came from various places such ART 101 The ninth annual Juried Stuas the Central’s own Wildcat Shop to Punch dent Art Show showcased various forms
Gallery located in Seattle. Students pay an of artistic abilities.
entry fee to submit their artwork and there is
no guarantee they will be selected. However, learning process that those involved receive
the artists do gain valuable experience by go- while working on the project.
ing through the art gallery process, which is
“This show gives students a chance to
just as valuable as an award.
show their artwork and display their talent,”
Ryan Swain, junior graphic design, has Pierson said.
been working on a project with close friends
The event consisted of art viewing and
designing a movie cover. He wanted to par- a buffet of food and drinks. The last hour
ticipate in the art show and entered three of the event was devoted entirely to awards,
projects. His design, “The Way of Shad- which were presented by Pierson and one of
ows,” which is a digital painting, was chosen the jurors who selected the pieces.
as one of the pieces displayed at the art show.
The room was full of aspiring artists and
“This is experience you have to have, and their support systems as they waited for the
this is a great avenue
awards to be preto do it,” Swain said.
sented. The price of
The gallery conawards ranged
tained
numerous
This is experience you the
from
$25 gift cerforms of artwork,
have
to
have,
and
this
is
a
tiﬁ
cates
to a $300
ranging from cecheck.
great
avenue
to
do
it.
ramics, jewelry, and
In all, twenty
graphic design to oil
awards were prepaintings, sculptures
-RYAN SWAIN
sented to some very
and photography.
Junior graphic design
deserving artists.
Alex Harris, freshLindsey Androsman visual art, creko, graduate law and
ated a leg made entirely from human hair that she sought out justice, created a piece of artwork consisting
at local salons. While Harris is relatively new of porcelain and luster, titled “Digital Inteto the ﬁeld, she thought it essential to enter gration.” Androsko was awarded the Sarah
into the art show.
Spurgeon Gallery Award for studio art: a
“I’m trying my best to get my stuff out $150 check and certiﬁcate of achievement.
there and get the experience,” Harris said.
“I wasn’t expecting to win an award at
That is precisely what the group Student all, I just wanted to enter,” Androsko said.
Artist Collective (SAC), who puts on the “It was a great way to end my time at Cenevent, was trying to accomplish. SAC has tral Washington University.”
many volunteers that help with the process
of putting the gallery together and with givSarah Spurgeon Gallery
ing students a chance to work within their
Randall Hall 141
interests.
Hours
Tanya Pierson, SAC president, described
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
the difﬁculties with managing a layout of the
Sat. - Sun. 1 - 4 p.m.
artwork within the gallery, and the valuable

T H E
S C O O p
May 18

may 18

MAX BROOKS
SURC BALLROOM
7 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE
GENERAL $5

MADE IN THE
NORTHWEST
RAW SPACE
8:30 P.M.
GENERAL $5

May 22

may 23

CAPTION CONTEST
SURC PIT
9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
FREE

WILDCAT APPRECIATION NIGHT
DOWNTOWN ELLENSBURG
5 P.M. TO 9 P.M.

May 19

may 20

YOGA HIKE

FREE

BEDNETS FOR BAWA
5K/10K WALK/RUN
SURC PATIO
1 P.M.
PRE-REGISTER $10

may 23

may 23

MEET AT OPR
10 A.M. TO 2 P.M.

YAKIMA RIVER FLOAT A YEAR WITH FROG
AND TOAD
MEET AT OPR
MILO SMITH THEATRE
3 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
PRICES VARY
$18
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Vendetta Red takes over Raw Space
BY Ben Newby

Staff Reporter

After reuniting last year, Seattle band
Vendetta Red brought their renewed energy with them and rocked the crowd at
Raw Space on Saturday night. But before
their distortion-soaked rock ‘n roll could
take the stage, Tyrannosaurus Grace
warmed up the crowd.
Singer and guitarist Tim Held came
out sporting a red tie, reminiscent of
Green Day’s Billy Joe Armstrong’s signature attire. As the first song began with
chunky, palm muted power chords, it was
apparent their sound, not just their wardrobe, was also inspired by punk rock greats
Weezer and Green Day. Guitarist Lakyn
Bury lent her voice to a few songs, singing with conviction on “So Lose Your Self
Control.”
As heads bobbed and fists pumped to
the beat, Held was quick with the jokes
between songs, throwing all the usual between song awkwardness out of the window.
“Are you having a good time?” Held
asked. “Well good, cause I hate it but I’m
doing this for you.”
Having recently released a new CD,
Held encouraged the crowd to buy it.
“I hate being a salesman on stage,” he
said. “But you need our new CD in your
life right now.”
Tyrannosaurus Grace ended their set

with a rocking song that most in the audience knew. Some people got on stage to
sing along with the band. Tyrannosaurus
Grace’s melodic garage rock amped the
crowd up for the main act, Vendetta Red.
The house lights dimmed then quickly
faded to black. Eerie piano music played
and a choir began to sing as the band
walked onto the stage. The eerie music
was cut off by the feedback of guitarist
Leif Anderson’s amp.
Letting the feedback swell, Anderson
cut if off by beginning the first song with
a punchy guitar riff as the crowd cheered
and roared. Vendetta Red was the ideal
version of what a rock band should be.
One in your face guitar, one thumping
bass, one banging drum kit and a lead
singer with the vocal range to shatter a
pane of glass.
Clearly inspired by predecessors in the
Seattle music scene like Nirvana, their
long, grungy hair whipped around as they
moved about the stage. Clearly veterans
of the stage, members of Vendetta Red
fed off of each other’s energy, only making the show that much more epic.
The only time the crowd wasn’t singing
lead vocalist Zach Davidson’s words right
back at him was during a new song. The
crowd could only jump about as Davidson
let loose on the vocals, slowly raising his
hands upward along with the pitch of his
voice.
Some songs, like the fan favorite ‘Satur-

Photo courtesy of Curtis chandler photography

ROCKIN’ OUT Leif Anderson, part of Vendetta Red, performed at Raw Space May 12.

day,’ were like ticking time bombs. Either
starting off slow, or containing quieter
parts, the moment when it was all going to
break into some serious rock ‘n’ roll could
be felt. With each dramatic crash of the
symbols, Anderson and bass player Jonah
Bergman’s guitar necks would rise and fall
in unison.
During the tail end of the set, Davidson had some words to share.

“We want to do this to reach people,”
he said. “To sing a song that inspires someone like we were inspired by musicians.”
With a renowned sense of purpose and
unity amongst each other, Vendetta Red
is back and more rocking then ever. Currently about to take on a few tour dates in
California, check Vendetta Red’s Website
www.vendettared.com.

LA comedienne stands up for family weekend
BY Jeanette Genson

Staff Reporter

Koalas make the lamest mascots, parents still bump uglies, and not all Asian
people like rice. These are just a few of the
topics comedian Amy Anderson wanted
to point out when performing stand-up on
May 11 for Family Weekend.
Anderson is a comedian who has been
featured on VH1, MTV and Comedy
Central. She told jokes to a sold out show
at Raw Space, which was mostly filled
with family members of students visiting
Ellensburg to enjoy Family Weekend festivities put on by Campus Activities.
“She was just really funny. She was
able to cover a lot of topics,” said Jim
Lively. Lively is from Federal Way and visiting his son who attends Central, and was
accompanied by his wife and younger son.
During the act, Anderson let her audience in on some personal background
about her life as a comedian, an AsianAmerican, and a mom of a up-and-coming child star.
Anderson’s four-year-old daughter
plays the character Lily Tucker-Pritchett
on the popular ABC show Modern Family. During the show she said people often
comment on the fact that her daughter is
making enough money for both of them,
and she insisted that she doesn’t use her
child’s income.
“Would I be doing a show in Ellensburg
if I was stealing my daughter’s money?”
Anderson said, proving her point while the
crowd burst into laughter.

On parents in the house

Anderson’s show was a compliment to
the weekend because a majority of her
material was aimed at parents and parenting, and the amusing side of the many ups
and downs that come with raising a family.
“It was nice that she pulled the family aspect of it in, it was really nice how,
ya know, having the moms and dads and
being a parent, enjoying that piece of it,”

Lively said.
Being a single mom, Anderson added
how impossible it is to stay sane after having a child, and claimed that there is no
mom with a normal brain.
“You drove your mother crazy, you
made her retarded,” Anderson said in her
show. She encouraged the younger members of the crowd to be nice to their mothers through the tough times.
Another hot topic of the night was social networks, and how the age group barriers can allot for difficult situations. After
asking how many moms in the audience
had acquired a Facebook, she asked their
kids if they had ever contemplated rejecting a friend request from their mothers.
When three or so hands went up, she
put them on full blast by retorting: “Your
mom made your face.”
“I thought she had really great comedic timing, and I always love it
when comedians, ya know,
start ad-libbing and you
can tell that it’s not
part of their
practiced
a n d

r e hearsed routine, and something
happens and they’re able
to just go with it,” said Debbie
Lively, wife of Jim Lively.
Zach Olney/observer

MOTHERHOOD Amy Anderson jokes about her bad babyholding skills.

On Wildcats

“Wildcat is just a generic name for a giant cat that will rip your a** off, right?”
Anderson said, when she asked the audi-

ence what Central’s mascot is.
Anderson joked about her college years
and made fun of many of the changes that
have progressed since her days in the classroom. She said she likes visiting college
towns and does it often due to performing
for many schools all over the country.
She offered some words of wisdom to
the students listening who may not be having enough fun with their college years.
“Do some general jack-a**ery…nothing illegal, but it’s the last time you’ll get
away with it so do something devious,”
Anderson said. She gave students some
harmless prank ideas for living in the
dorms, which were cost efficient and only
involved a gallon of milk and a dustpan.
Anderson touched on the issue of race
more than once throughout the act, and
said she thinks America is overly politically correct when it comes to race.
Anderson was born in South
Korea, but was adopted by
white parents and raised
in Minnesota.
Dan and Joyce
Summers were at
the show with their
daughter
Megan
Summers,
senior
fashion
merchandising. When asked
what her favorite
part about the show
was, Joyce referred to
the parenting and racial aspects.
Anderson wrapped
up the show by letting
her student fans know that
she offers half of all of her
stand-up on iTunes for free as
a special gift.
Also, anyone can listen to her
for free on her station on Pandora.
com, and if interested in purchasing
any of her merchandise they can
shop online at Amyanderson.net.

SCENE
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Central
showcases
the art of
opera

one-act comic opera by Giacomo Puccini.
The crowd favorites seemed to be the
short scene from “The Merry Wives of
Windsor” and the one-act opera, “Gianni
Schicchi.” Gianni Schicchi tells the story
of how the death of Buoso Donati sparks
greed and turmoil among his family. In his
will, he left all his fortune to a horde of fat
friars and nothing to his relatives. Finally,
Gianni formulates a plan to change the
fate of the will. He pretends to be the dying Buoso and beckons the notary to write
a new will. Unfortunately for the rest of
the relatives, he leaves the entire fortune
BY ELIZABETH WHEELER
to himself. This one-act opera was highly
Staff Reporter
entertaining.
“The last one, the ﬁnale was my favor“A Night at the Opera” came to Cen- ite and it was absolutely hilarious,” said
tral this past weekend, ﬁlling the Hertz Morgan Pendon, senior music education.
Hall auditorium with endless vibrato and “I was surprised to see just how well all
of the singers were.
roars of laughter
They did a fantastic
from the audience.
job.”
Most of the scenes
Many
times
were of a comedic
You get a little bit of both
when one thinks of
nature and told stoworlds. You can get a whole an opera, they picries that were easy
to follow.
lot of people involved with ture a large womThe
Departwith a horned
different voice types and an
ment of Music put
helmet
holding
bring them together.
the show on and
a spear. But this
it was produced
night of opera was
by Gayla and Tor
far from that. It
Blaisdell.
Friday
featured elaborate
night’s show was
-GAYLA BLAISDELL
set pieces, colorcomprised of severful costumes, lots
Producer
al different scenes,
of movement and
each from differbeautiful voices.
ent operas. Some
According to Tor Blaisdell, producer
included were a scene from Domenico for the show, he and his wife Gayla came
Cimarosa’s “Il Matrimonio Segreto” to Central so she could teach voice and
and Otto Nicolai’s “The Merry Wives of opera. Every other year they do a “fullWindsor.” After a 15-minute intermission, scale opera” which goes well with the clasthey came back with “Gianni Schicchi,” a sical voice training.
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SERENADE Andrea Johanne and Elijah Blaisdell perform in “A Night at the Opera”
in Hertz Hall May 11 and 12.

“You get a little bit of both worlds. You
can get a whole lot of people involved
with different voice types and bring them
together,” Gayla said.
Though there have been opera performances in the past (they won the National
Opera Award two years ago and last year
took second place), this is Tor’s ﬁrst time
working formally on an opera. When
speaking about the production, he seemed
very enthusiastic about putting it on.
Tor said they are excited for the new
set pieces and showcasing the breadth of
talent they have here.
“There is a very wide range of voices
in the department,” he said. “We like giving the singers a chance to perform in a
soloistic fashion that isn’t just a recital hall
or choral situation. They get the chance to

sing together as well.”
What seems to be the favorite part
among performers isn’t the actual performance itself, it’s the process. Tor has been
doing opera for about 15 years and he says
his favorite part is still what happens in the
practice room.
“I love creating the characters and joking about the characters. The best part is
laughing and ﬁnding those beautiful moments in the process,” Tor said.
Overall, this production was a great introductory to opera.
“It’s not what most people think. It’s totally funny and everything is just light and
fun for the audience,” Tor said.
We can expect more opera performances in the future. Look for them in the
winter or spring of next year.

SCENE
Bite of Insight
with the
ice cream man
BY CHRISTOPHER SPARKS

Staff Reporter

Kori Winegar of Winegar’s Homemade Ice Cream spoke to students May 8.
Winegar told his story about his journey
from growing up in a children’s hospital
and surviving from 22 blood clots to currently running the popular business.
“Winegar’s is iconic to Ellensburg and
its history,” said Hillary Pelley, junior anthropology and program leader of the
Center for Excellence in Leadership.
Winegar shared stories from his childhood, events that shaped his life and his
outlook toward the future.
“It was more than I expected,” said Eduardo Sanchez, junior construction management. “It was really interesting learning about his story, from feeding cows to
owning Winegar’s.”
Winegar graduated high school in
1992, and enrolled in college to explore
different careers such as teaching and
business. While taking classes, Winegar
felt they didn’t provide what he wanted
from them.
“I was slightly confused why I was
learning from business professors who
have never run a business?” Winegar said.
Shortly after, he decided to go back and
help the family business grow. The Winegars used to milk cows as their original
business. In 1992, the Winegars decided
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to expand their business to the ice cream
and coffee industry. Winegar started working for his family at 14 years old.
Winegar was born with a birth defect
in his leg that caused him to spend most
of his childhood in the hospital.
“I was in there probably one to three
weeks every summer for probably a good
10 or 12 years,” Winegar said.
Winegar remained positive and learned
from that experience. The children he met
while he was there had a lasting impression on him.
“I was able to take my crap that was
going on to me, and view how much of a
blessed life I had,” Winegar said. “’Cause
there were kids in there that were striving
for their life and trying to live for the day,
because they didn’t know if they could
make it.”
He also spoke of his family who inspires him and the different obstacles that
came up in his life, and how he overcame
them to become successful and happy.
“It was really inspiring,” Pelley said. “If
we could ever have him again, we would.”
Winegar handed out his best advice to
his audience. He also encouraged them to
be ready to fail.
“If you can fail, and learn from it, and
do new things, then it’s okay,” Winegar
said.
During his speech he claimed that he
fails multiple times a day, but he takes
something from every failure.
Winegar expressed to his audience to
keep learning and having fun. He wants
them to keep looking for new things to get
into. He expressed that it could lead you to
something good.
“Even when you are done graduated,
and you think you know everything,” Winegar said. “Trust me, you don’t.”
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In wine, there is truth

Students’articles featured in the Yakima Herald newspaper
BY LAURA WALP

Staff Reporter

Earlier this month, students in Central Washington University’s World Wine
Program launched a new column in the
Yakima Herald called, “In Vino Veritas.”
Central wine students have the chance
to write wine articles for the Taste Edition
of the Yakima Herald both online and in
print. Each week, one article from a number of submissions will be posted into the
column, and Mackenzie Nichols, senior
global wine studies and public relations
had the pleasure of writing the ﬁrst one.
“Wine is a subject that has a lot of
depth to it,” said Nichols. “I wanted to illustrate how wine affects us emotionally,
but more importantly I wanted to make
the beverage less mysterious and more inviting to learn about.”
In her article, Nichols wrote about her
experience interning at Domaine Sainte
Rose in France. She writes about all of the
tasks she completed while there, like snipping vines, shoveling grape skins, hauling
hoses and of course, tasting.
“After a day of work at Domaine Sainte
Rose, I would look down to see my purple
hands and it would make me indescribably happy,” Nichols wrote.
In the article, Nichols also added in her
thoughts on wine and why it’s so important. She writes about how wine can bring
things together, like people and emotions,
and about how wine isn’t something that
comes with ease, you have to “persuade it
to be great.”
Amy Mumma, a world-renowned wine

educator and the head of the CWU World
Wine Program, teaches the students involved in this project. The students submit
the articles to Mumma, she reviews and
approves them and then sends them onto
the Yakima Herald editor who decides
which ones to run at what time.
“I think this is fantastic for all involved,” Mumma said. “Students have the
opportunity to write professionally and get
their names out there. The wine industry
can beneﬁt from our students’ viewpoints
and CWU as a whole is recognized for our
support of the industry.”
The idea for this student-led column
came about when Mumma was interviewed by Savannah Tranchell, a reporter
for the Yakima Herald. The two of them
came up with the idea for Central wine
students to share their vast knowledge of
the wine industry with a column of their
own.
The Yakima Herald had been trying to
ﬁnd a way to give their readers access to
professional wine advice for quite sometime. Without wanting to turn to a particular winery, which could lead to swayed
judgment, they decided that while the
students are wine professionals in training
they know a lot about the industry.
“It is important for wineries and the
wine industry to have the perspective
from the millennial generation,” Mumma
said. “This generation is drinking wine at
a younger age, have more disposable income and different viewpoints on wine.
Thus, it is important that CWU wine students share their knowledge and insights
not from just a Washington perspective,
but a global perspective.”
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SPORTS

Jump around

Editor//Weston Morrow

Seven Central athletes contend, one advances to Nationals
fell just outside of the
top-three,
ﬁnished
fourth, after a tightly
contested battle with
Western
Oregon
and University of
Alaska Anchorage,
being edged out by
only three points.
“[The meet] had
some
mixtures,”
said head coach
Kevin Ad-

BY EVAN THOMPSON

Senior Reporter

At the 2012 Great Northwest Athletic
Conference Outdoor Track and Field
championships, athletes are afforded one
last opportunity to qualify for nationals.
They can either seize up underneath
the tremendous amount pressure built
up throughout an entire season of stress
and intense competition, or they can rise
above the turmoil and succeed in moving
forward to yet another opportunity: a national championship.
The dream of a national title remained
in sight for seven Wildcats, who all met
the provisional qualifying standard for the
2012 NCAA Division II National Outdoor Track and Field Championships,
held May 24-26 in Pueblo, California: junior Brennan Boyes (high jump), senior Jason Caryl (heptathlon), senior Kati Davis
(pole vault), freshman Tayler Fettig (high
jump), junior Braden Keller (javelin), junior Katharine Lotze (triple jump), and
senior Bryan Mack (triple jump).
And just as they did during the
winter track and ﬁeld season, the
NCAA selection committee announced Tuesday that Davis
would be representing Central
once again as the lone Wildcat to qualify for the outdoor
championships.
“Pretty stoked,” Davis
said. “I was kind of nervous
because I waited until the
last meet to get my qualifying mark in, so that was a little nerveracking.”
Only the top-16 marks that were made
throughout the season were admitted into
the championships. Washington is also one
of the last states to have their championships, to make room for favorable weather, kisson. “I think
which allowed Davis to have a more ac- our men were deﬁcurate idea for what she needed to vault.
nitely hoping to
“Essentially, we’re the last conference come out on a litto have our conference meet,” Davis said. tle higher end of
“So I checked that night, because I knew things than fourth.
what I needed to jump in order to go. I We could’ve easily
needed to jump [12 feet, 2.75 inches], and been second. Just
that’s what the mark was at conference, kind of one or two
and so I jumped that mark, which pret- of the events, that
ty much put me in, but it was deﬁnitely were kind of our
nerve-racking down to the edge.”
hard events, ﬂipped
It will be Davis’s third trip to the Na- the other direction so that was the bittertional Championships; she qualiﬁed as a sweet part of the men’s side.”
junior in the outdoor season and placed
Western Washington ran away with
seventh to gain All-American honors. the men’s meet, taking home the title with
This year she qualiﬁed during the winter 205 points total. Western Oregon ﬁnished
season but didn’t
second with 126.5
place, and now has
points, Alaska Anone last chance
in third
I was kind of nervous be- chorage
to become an Allwith 123 points,
cause I waited until the last and ﬁnally Central
American for a second time.
meet to get my qualifying in fourth with 120
Davis wasn’t the
mark in, so that was a little points.
only one to have
The
women’s
nerve-racking.
success at the meet,
team ﬁnished the
although she was
ﬁrst day of com-Kati Davis
the only Wildcat
petition at fourth
Senior pole vault
to advance. Other
place, but fell to
athletes performed
seventh place after
beyond
expectathe second. Adkistions, persevering through the intense son was still happy with the way things
competition, and for most of them, their turned out overall.
last meet of the season.
“Actually the meet [for the women]
After the ﬁrst day, which was held on went almost as well as it could have,” Adthe campus of Western Oregon Univer- kisson said. “We only had one event where
sity at MacArthur Field, it looked as if we didn’t score as many points as we’re
the men’s team would contend for a team supposed to, and it was only two points or
championship while sitting at second something for the one [we didn’t]. I was
place, adding upon the individual success pretty happy about the women overall.”
of several athletes.
Seattle Paciﬁc was ﬁrst in the women’s
On the second day however, the men meet with 188 points, barely beating out

mark in CWU
history and his ﬁrst
time breaking 49 feet,
winning the event by a
landslide of two feet, 3.75
inches.
“We were happy especially with the couple big
performances we had,”
Adkisson said. “The two
guys that won events
were slated second going in, they had some
really solid competition.
Brennan Boyes won
the high jump and got
his best jump of the
year, which is national
qualifying mark. For
Bryan Mack, he won,
had a huge PR, probably close to a foot
and half. That was
some of the excitement going on.”
Keller met his provisional mark in the javelin
back in April at the Saint
Martin’s Invitational with a throw
of 203 feet, but also ﬁnished third at the
championships, marking 198 feet, 10.5
inches. Similar to Keller, Fettig met her
provisional mark prior to the championships, when she jumped a height of ﬁve
feet, 7.25 inches at the GNAC Multi-Event

Championships. Davis and Lotze both
ﬁnished second in the championships and
improved their seasonal bests from earlier
in the season. Davis vaulted 12 feet, 2.75
inches while Lotze jumped 39 feet, 7.75
inches. Any other year Lotze’s mark would
have almost surely given her a bid to Nationals, but stiff competition throughout
the country barred her from that.
“Any other year, up ‘til now, the mark
she had was pretty much going to Nationals no problem,” Adkisson said.
Although not qualifying for nationals,
several other Wildcats managed to ﬁnish
in the top three, garnering all-conference
honors: juniors Quinton Agosta (hammer
throw), Mike Jensen (shot put), and Andrew Venema (110-meter hurdles).
Falling just out of all-conference contention but still performing well for the
women’s team were several athletes: junior Kaylee Baumstark had two fourth
place ﬁnishes in the shot put and hammer
throw, along with a sixth place ﬁnish
in the discuss. Junior Jaime Larsen
ﬁnished fourth in the pole vault,
and junior Kelsey Kreft earned
a sixth-place ﬁnish in the
3,000-meter steeplechase.
For the men’s
team, the jumping
events were solid, in
which the Wildcats
placed several athletes
in the top eight. In the long jump, junior
Manny Melo, freshman Will Hallberg,
and sophomore Devin Bennett ﬁnished
ﬁfth, sixth, and seventh, respectively. Adding to Mack’s victory, the Wildcats had
ﬁfth, seventh, and eighth-place ﬁnishes
from Hallberg, Bennett, and senior Sakae
Kamagata in the triple jump. The men’s
hammer throw had similar results, with
Jensen ﬁnishing fourth and Keller ﬁnishing seventh, along with sophomore Eric
Holmstrom placing eighth.
Adkisson, along with the other Wildcat coaches, was inspired by the grit and
determination that the athletes showed
throughout the meet, even through the
ups and downs.
“There were a couple there that we
didn’t get someone into the ﬁnal that we
hoped could get into the ﬁnal, and you
know that’s the ups and downs of the
championships,” Adkisson said. “Our second day was deﬁnitely better than our ﬁrst,
I would say. I think I was really encouraged, and I think the other coaches were
too, by just the determination we saw on
that second day for people, on their way
ﬁghting for points, staying in it, even if the
event didn’t start the way they wanted to.”

“

“

Alaska Anchorage in second with 183
points.
The Wildcats had two conference
champions, both from the men’s team:
junior Brennan Boyes defended his
GNAC high jump title, while senior
Bryan Mack won the triple jump for
the ﬁrst time by over two feet. Boyes’
mark of six feet, nine inches was the
best jump recorded all season
in the conference. Mack
jumped 49 feet, 4.5
inches,
which
happened to be
the fourthbest

KATHARINE LOTZE/OBSERVER

PITASSIUM (Above) Junior Bryan Mack triple jumps. Mack won the outdoor championship. Sophomore sprinter Seanna Pitassi sprints towards the finish line during the
GNAC championships in Monmouth, Ore.
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Baseball splits against Crusaders
BY RANDY RA JKOVICH

Staff Reporter

Central Washington University’s baseball team split a four game series with the
Northwest Nazarene University (NNU)
Crusaders over the
weekend to ﬁnish
the 2012 season.
The Wildcats swept
the ﬁrst doubleheader on Friday
behind solid pitching.
Starting pitcher,
junior Randy Button, took the hill in
game one, going six
BRANDON ROHDE
innings only allowSenior pitcher
ing three earned
runs on eight hits.
The Crusaders got on the scoreboard
early in the game, jumping out front to a
2-0 lead by the third inning before CWU’s
bat came alive.
In the fourth inning, the Wildcats’ offense exploded with four runs to take a 4-2
lead. Senior short stop Brady Kincannon
started the four-run fourth inning with
a RBI single. Junior ﬁrst baseman Brett
Gray would score Kincannon later in the
inning with his ﬁrst career home run, a
three-run shot that would put the team on
top.
Button would hold the 4-2 lead into the
sixth inning, where he allowed only one
more run before leaving the game.

Central added six more runs to their
lead, with three in the sixth inning, to take
a 7-3 lead. Junior catcher Kyle Sani drove
in two of the runs with a single, and would
ﬁnish the game going 3-for-6 at the plate
with three RBI’s.
Three more runs would come in the
seventh inning for the Wildcats as the offense took advantage of the Crusaders’
six errors, three of which were committed
in the seventh, resulting in two unearned
runs.
NNU would rally in the eighth inning
with ﬁve runs, cutting the Wildcats’ lead
to 10-8 with one more inning remaining.
“We let them creep back into the game,
but came away with the win,” Coach Desi
Storey said.
Junior Tanner Knutson would close out
the game, striking out one of the two batters he faced in the ninth inning as he went
on to earn his ﬁrst save in a 10-8 victory
over the Crusaders.
Senior Brandon Rohde would pitch a
gem in his ﬁnal collegiate game against
NNU, in game two of the doubleheader.
Rohde would throw a complete seven inning game shutout, striking out 15 Crusaders. The 15 K’s (strikeouts) were the
most strikeouts by a CWU pitcher since
2005, when Gordon Chubb struck out 15
Saint Martin’s hitters.
“It’s nice when he’s [Brandon] on the
bump, we just know he’s going to shut
them down,” Ryerson said.
The Wildcats’ ﬁrst run came in the second inning after Kincannon hit a one-out

triple, later scoring on a sacriﬁce ﬂy off the
bat of senior catcher David Leid.
“Overall we had couple of games with
good offense against some good competition,” Ryerson said. “Brady was great, he
came alive that day and hit the ball out of
the park.”
Central’s offense would manufacture
two more runs in the ﬁfth inning, scoring
on a Crusader error and a solo home run
by senior third baseman Glen Reser, his
fourth long ball of the season, giving the
Wildcats a 3-0 lead.
Central would add one more insurance
run in the seventh inning, when senior second baseman Derrick Webb scored a RBI
after being hit by a pitch with the bases
loaded. The Wildcats would cruise to an
easy 4-0 win.
On day two of the four game series, the
NNU Crusaders would get their revenge
and sweep the ﬁnal two games of the season, beating the Wildcats 13-7 and 5-1.
In game one, the Wildcat senior second
baseman Brandon Wang led off the game
with a double and would score later in the
inning on an error committed by the Crusaders, giving CWU a 1-0 lead.
The 1-0 score was short-lived, as the
Crusaders would tie the game in their half
of the ﬁrst inning, taking the lead by scoring four runs in the second and another
two in the ﬁfth inning, giving NNU a comfortable score of 7-1.
Central would battle back, scoring a
run in the sixth inning and three in the
seventh after back-to-back home runs by

Kincannon and senior David Leid, cutting
NNU’s lead to 9-6.
The Crusaders would counter the
Wildcats’ three-run eighth inning with
four runs of their own, extending their
lead to 13-6. CWU would tack on one
more run in the ninth inning, but fell short
13-7 to the Crusaders.
Game two was a much closer ball game
but slipped away from the Wildcats late in
the game. Central’s only run of the game
came off the bat of Kincannon in the second inning with his second home run of
the day.
Central held onto the 1-0 lead late into
the game until NNU exploded with ﬁve
runs in the ﬁfth inning. Three of the ﬁve
runs came off a three-run homerun by the
Crusaders’ ﬁrst baseman Derek Bettinson.
The Wildcats’ offense could only come up
with three hits in the game and would fall
to NNU 5-1.
The Wildcats ﬁnished their 2012 season with a record of 19-31 overall and an
11-21 record in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference.

Top of the class
Seniors Derrick Webb, Ryan Hastings,
and Brett Bielec all have been selected
to the all-academic GNAC baseball
team. Central’s three selections are
tied for the most in the GNAC.

Silverthorn Law Office
Shane M. Silverthorn
Attorney at Law
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Experienced Professional Aggressive
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New talent showcased at spring game

COURTESY OF THOMAS TODD VONAHLEFELD

LEAP OF FAITH Sophomore wide receiver Greg Logan (white #15) leaps into the
air during the spring game on Saturday, finishing with game-highs of four receptions,
68 receiving yards and one touchdown.

“We have a great staff, an amazing
staff, we’re really tight, and they work
hard. I thought they did a great job; it’s
In the annual spring football game, the a lot of organization to split the teams up
Central Washington University football and execute,” Bennett said.
team was able to display some new talent
The energy in Tomlinson Stadium
as well as show all their hard work they would make one believe the Wildcats were
have put in this offseason.
taking on Humboldt State for the GNAC
This past Saturday the Wildcats split championship. In reality, the only thing
into two units, crimson and white, and up for grabs were bragging rights all sumtook the ﬁeld not only as teammates, but mer long.
also as opponents.
The game startThe white team
ed out slow, with
was composed of
both teams making
the ﬁrst team ofWe have high expecta- plays but unable to
fense and the secany points on
tions, our plan is to win an- put
ond team defense.
the board. At about
other conference champion- the middle of the
The crimson squad
was composed of
ship and we’re excited about ﬁrst half, the white
the ﬁrst team depulled a trick
our first road game down at team
fense and the secplay out of the bag.
Texas A&M Kingsville.
ond team offense.
Not only did the
The rest of the
defense not expect
-BLAINE BENNET
players were scatit, sophomore runHead coach
tered amongst the
ning back Louis
two teams.
Davis
predicted
This way of
the play would be a
splitting the teams
touchdown before
up would allow for equal competition as the game even started.
well as more playing time for each indiSenior quarterback Ryan Robertson
vidual.
handed the ball off to Davis who took the
Head coach Blaine Bennett had the op- ball as if he were going to run up the gut,
portunity to sit back and watch throughout and ﬂipped it back to Robertson. Robspring ball as the rest of his coaching staff ertson launched the ball about 50 yards
took the majority of the coaching duties.
down ﬁeld to sophomore receiver Dal-

ton Thomas who evaded a defender and
crossed the goal line for six. The play, better known as a ﬂea ﬂicker, could have resulted in a quarterback sack if Robertson
was live (for safety precautions Robertson
wore a yellow jersey and was tagged down
instead of tackled).
“We put in a trick play, threw in a little
ﬂea ﬂicker. [We wanted to] have some fun
in spring ball. Ended up working out, Dalton [Thomas] made a really nice catch on
it,” Robertson said.
All eyes were on Robertson after his
season ended short last year, missing the
last four games with a dislocated hip. Robertson appeared to be back at full strength
and ready to lead the Wildcats in his senior campaign. Robertson ﬁnished the
game nine of 14 for 150 yards and two
touchdowns.
“I’m about 90 percent, I have never
been that mobile of a quarterback anyways so I don’t think it will play that much
of a factor anyways,” Robertson said.
The leadership and experience of Robertson will be a vital part to the success of
the team next year. Coach Bennett has
high expectations for his quarterback.
“Ryan has done a great job with his rehab. He did a great job this spring; he’s a
leader and he knows the system. I think he
is fully recovered,” Bennett said.
Robertson lost one of his main targets
from a year ago, Justin Helwege, who tried
out for the Seattle Seahawks last week.
However Robertson expects a lot from the
receiving crew he has returning.

“Obviously everyone knows [Anthony]
Spain will be a big guy for us; Dalton
Thomas is having an awesome spring. He
could really step up. Leon LeDeaux has
had a great spring I expect him to make
some great catches for us this year. Greg
Logan caught a touchdown pass today; he
is a good one for us too. Taylor McAllister
he is a freshman; he is going to be a good,”
Robertson said.
The receivers all claim their connection with Robertson is getting better. With
repetition, their timing is on point. During the winter they were throwing together
about three times a week getting used to
each other.
As for the game, Robertson connected
with Logan for a 37-yard touchdown over
the middle. The crimson team responded
with a 66-yard touchdown pass from Jeff
Nelson to Stevie Will. This was about all
the offense the game had to offer, and the
white team came out on top 13-10.
The expectations going into next season are GNAC championship or bust.
“We have high expectations; our plan
is to win another conference championship, and we’re excited about our ﬁrst road
game down at Texas A&M Kingsville,”
Bennett said.
All the players have the same views:
They want to go deep into playoffs and
possibly be ranked number one nationally.
“I want to change the way that the season ended up last year, I want to make the
playoffs, I want to play on a winning team,
and I want to liven up the atmosphere
here on campus,” Spain said.

BY KEATON MCATEE
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Softball standouts make All-GNAC
Staff Reporter

The Great Northwest Athletic Conference honored six CWU softball players for
their performances in the 2012 season.
Junior catcher Elena
Carter was the only CWU
softball player named to
ﬁrst team All-Conference,
but seniors Bre Thomas and Liz Jusko were
named second team. Junior catcher Cassie Ellis,
senior shortstop Carrina
Wagner, and freshman
ELENA CARTER
utility player Heidi Wells
Junior Catcher
were given honorable
mention.
The softball team didn’t do as well as
they expected this season, ending up with
a ﬁnal record of 19-29 and missing out on
playoffs.
This year was a transition year for the
team, and one of the team’s goals was to
learn how to effectively use what players
they had.
“We focused on learning how we could
use the whole team,” Carter said. “We
learned a lot as a whole, like how to use
certain players in certain spots, and who
can help us where.”
Head coach Mallory Holtman told
Carter that she would have to pick up a lot
of big hits for the team this season due to
losing several big-hitting seniors last season.
“We led the nation in home runs last

year,” Holtman said. “Elena really needed how she performed.
to step up and get some of those RBIs for
“I’m happy with my season at a perus, and she did just that.”
sonal level, but I feel like next year is my
Carter ﬁnished up the season with a year to go big,” Ellis said.
.341 batting average, third highest on the
Ellis started in all 40 games she played
team, and tied for second in RBIs with 21. this season, and her teammates refer to
“I had a little bit of a slump toward her as “Beast Mode.”
the middle of the season, and my batting
“You look at her, and she’s 5’4”, and
average went down,” Carter said. After she has perfectly curled hair, and then she
one of the assistant coaches came up to turns into this bada** on the ﬁeld that isn’t
her and told her to
letting anything by
just have fun at the
her,” Holtman said.
plate, Carter picked
Holtman
has
We kept winning, we kept named
it back up and hit
both Ellis
well to close out the working hard as a team, and I and Carter captains
season.
think at the end of the year we for next year’s seaCarter focused
really thought we grew closer son.Jusko is honon hitting more
than catching this not only as teammates but as ored to have made
season due to Ellis friends.
second team Allcoming over from
Conference. She reWenatchee Valley
ceived an honorable
-LIZ JUSKO
College this year.
mention last year,
Senior, First Base
“I wasn’t expectand is content with
ing [ﬁrst team],”
how she performed
Carter said. “I didn’t
in her last season as
actually think I was going to get anything.” a Wildcat.
Ellis ﬁnished out the season batting
“I felt [the season] went pretty well,”
.298 with 21 RBIs, and is proud of her Jusko said. “I loved playing with the girls,
season despite having to adjust to the Divi- and I couldn’t have asked for a better last
sion II level of competition. Carter batted two years.”
over .400 at Wenatchee Valley College.
Jusko ended the season batting .297
“Going from .400 to [.298], I think that with 14 RBIs and only six errors in 46
was the hard part for me,” Ellis said.
games at ﬁrst base.
Despite not batting as well as she liked,
Jusko came into the year just looking to
and ﬁghting a fracture and a partially torn have fun and play as well as she could durligament in her throwing hand halfway ing her last season.
through the season, Ellis is happy with
She isn’t disappointed with how the

“

“

BY CHACE DAV Y

team ﬁnished the season.
“We had some outstanding games,”
Jusko said.
The Wildcat ladies still played hard after they found out that they weren’t going
to make playoffs, and that is something
that Jusko is proud of.
“We kept winning, we kept working
hard as a team, and I think at the end of
the year we really thought we grew closer
not only as teammates but as friends,”
Jusko said.
Wells played a multitude of positions
for CWU, including a 4.57 ERA in 75 innings pitched. She has three more seasons
left on the team, and Holtman is excited to
see how good Wells is going to end up on
in her CWU career.
“Until the last game she led our team in
batting average,” Holtman said.
Wells struggled during the beginning
part of the season, but after a few adjustments she started performing better.
“I think some freshman about half a
season to really get in stride with what’s
going on at this level,” Holtman said. “It
took her about that, and when she ﬁgured
it out she really ran with it.”
Next season is looking bright for the
CWU softball team, even though they’re
losing several starters at the end of this
year to graduation.
“I just think that next year we’re going to gel a lot better as a team and as a
whole,” Carter said.
Carter thinks that next year’s new players are going to be able to ﬁt in well and
help contribute to a top-tier 2013 season.
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